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Size: 167 km²
Number of villages: 21
Administrative center: Stari trg pri Ložu
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Surface water, however, is scarce,
because most of the rainwater
in the karst area disappears and
runs through the underground
channels that are still unknown;
it flows towards the Adriatic or
the Black Sea. It snows in winter;
the snow cover may be over
1 m thick.
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Rainfall: precipitation is high, between
1500 and 3500 mm of rain per year

Lož

Klance

Surface: hilly karst landscape mainly covered with
forest and with intermediate flat sections of karst poljes

In winter months the valley holds considerably cooler air as opposed to the
highland breeze. This results in the formation of the so called mrazišče (frost
hollow). Babno Polje is the coldest inhabited place in Slovenia, with the lowest
officially recorded temperature of -36.4 °C, hence the name “Slovenian Siberia”.
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Altitude: from 570 to 760 m
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Economy: wood and metal processing industry
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Hidden pearl of nature

Loška dolina with Babno Polje is located
in the heart of Notranjska, right on the
southern edge of Slovenia about 60 km
from Ljubljana. It is a pearl, hiding in the
depths of the lush forests and hills, where
unspoiled nature reveals marvelous
scenery all year round, depicting how
closely the locals are connected
to nature and how tradition still
crafts their genuine rural lifestyle.

Profound architectural heritage along with typical homesteads with outbuildings, barns,
village fountains and stone bridges is hidden among contemporary buildings. This idyllic
scenery is complemented by many sacred objects in almost every village, concealing centuries
old sacral depictions behind their heavy oak doors.
Abundant forests reach deep into the settlements and the woodlands are in fact a wildlife
habitat, home to many animals, rarely seen in other parts of Europe. You can join us on guided
brown bear watching tours or follow the tracks of other wildlife, including a small dormouse.
The trip to our valley will give you a possibility to discover many historical and cultural sites,
among which our marvellous and unique Snežnik Castle makes a special impression.
You can enjoy lazy rides in a hay waggon, cycling through the rugged trails of Notranjska
landscape or enjoy some of the spectacular hiking routes. You can also go underground
and visit the picturesque Križna Jama cave.
The mysterious karstic world and rich history of Loška dolina will take you on
a captivating journey full of astonishing experiences and provide you with peace
and tranquillity you need. We enjoy our beautiful valley and we will do our best
for you to enjoy it as well.

You are
welcome
to visit us.

Snežnik Castle –
intact image
of the past

The estate of the Snežnik Castle
is located in a natural environment
at the edge of the mighty Snežnik
forests. A whitewashed castle with
a touch of fabulous and noble
past quietly reflects in the spring
water of the pond and creates
a breathtaking image which
never ceases to impress.

In the past, Snežnik Castle was a stronghold and later on a center of
an extensive estate and an eminent hunting manor. Nowadays it is
a unique museum, one of the two Slovenian castles with surviving authentic
interiors. It is surrounded by a large park which attracts the attention of
visitors all year round with a 100-year old avenues, glades, walking trails
and water elements. The castle estate includes Pristave, former economic
buildings in which tourist and museum activities are being developed.
Snežnik Castle estate is a cultural monument of national importance.
Historical development of the castle began at the time of the Patriarchs
of Aquileia during the 10th and 11th centuries. The most prominent mark was
left at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century by the German
noble family Schönburg-Waldenburg of the princely rank, especially by Prince
George. He added some romantic elements to the Renaissance image of the
16th century castle and arranged the castle surroundings following the example
of some English parks. He was a protector of the first forestry school in Slovenia
founded near the Snežnik Castle in 1869. By the end of World War II, the perfectly
managed estate stimulated the local economic development.

Guided walks through the Castle Park take
place from April to September on Sundays
at 2 pm and 3.30 pm and for organized
groups on advance notice.
T: +386 (0)31 788 282
Snežnik Castle, Pristave and the Castle
Park are picturesque scenes where
many cultural, tourist and sporting
events are held throughout the year.
The most attractive one is certainly
a three-day international festival of ethnic
music, theater art and mystical ambience called
Floating Castle (end of July/beginning of August).
Society of Snežnik Castle Admirers
Kozarišče 67, 1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)51 381 830

A forty-five minute long guided visit of the castle takes you
through the castle rooms equipped with original pieces
of furniture which, together with other unique functional and
decorative objects, evoke life in this luxurious summer and
hunting residence with a rich collection of hunting trophies.
Rooms in the cellar are intended for gallery activities. Civil
wedding ceremonies take place in a romantic castle ambience.
Tour Timetable
• From April to September: every day from 10 am to 6 pm
(last tour at 6 pm)
• From October to March: every day except on Mondays,
from 10 am to 4 pm (last tour at 4 pm)
Guided tours start at the top of the hour. For organized
groups of more than 10 people advance notice is required.
Closed on January 1, November 1 and December 25.
National Museum of Slovenia – Snežnik Castle
Kozarišče 67, 1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)1 70 57 814
E: grad.sneznik@nms.si
www.nms.si

Henrich Schollmayer –
Lichtenberg was
a forestry expert, businessman,
politician and manager of the
Snežnik estate who, as an adopted
son, inherited the castle Koča vas.
In front of the castle, abandoned in
the last decades, stands a mighty
linden tree, considered to
be the most beautiful
all around!

Dormouse (Glis glis)

Dormouse is a small rodent that prefers to stay in deciduous and
All indigenous
mixed forest. This excellent and agile climber sleeps in holes
species contribute to
or tree cavities during the day and searches for food at night.
maintaining a balanced
It spends the winter in underground cavities, where several
ecosystem. We are particularly
hundred may gather in colonies. When first frosts start,
proud of large carnivores living in
it will hybernate and wake up in April.
our area: brown bear (Ursus arctos),
wolf (Canis lupus) and lynx (Lynx lynx).
The dormice population varies significantly in number from year
Deer is very common; fox, squirrel,
to year. In our environment it depends mostly on the good yield
marten, badger, even wild boar traces
of beech, oak and hornbeam.
can frequently be seen. Dormouse,
wild cat, wood grouse and owls
Polhanje or dormouse hunting was present in the forest
spend most of their lives hiding,
of Notranjska as early as the 13th centruy. In the 17th century
including the Eurasian eagleit was described by the polymath Johann Weikhard von Valvasor
owl and the Ural owl.
in his encyclopedia Slava vojvodine Kranjske (The Glory of the
Duchy of Carniola), including the famous legend about the devil who
takes dormice to the pasture (Legenda o vragu, ki žene polhe past).

In the silent embrace
of the mighty forest

More than four-fifths of the municipality
of Loška dolina is covered in vast, mostly
fir-beech forest. It is therefore not surprising
that we can enter the largest Slovenian
forest of Javorniki-Snežnik plateau, which
expands to the forest of Gorski Kotar in
the south and joins Kočevje forest in the
east. This is the right place for all the lovers
of primeval nature, but above all an ideal
living space for many animal species.

In the past, dormice were hunted for meat which enriched the meagre meals
of poor rural population. In traditional folk medicine dormouse grease was
considered to be a universal remedy and dormouse skins were dried, tanned
and sold as valuable fur. Among fur products the most typical is polhovka,
a recognizable winter hat. Nowadays, dormouse hunting is allowed only
in October and is regulated with special permits.
Dormouse Museum and Hunting Collection have been arranged in
Pristave of Snežnik Castle since 1980. The Dormouse Museum presents
the characteristics of a dormouse and the development and tradition of
dormouse hunting as a specific local ethnological heritage, whereas the
Hunting Collection exhibits the trophies of indigenous wildlife species.
Tour Timetable
• From May 1 to October 30 on Sundays and
public holidays between 10 am and 1 pm
and between 3 pm and 6 pm.
Tourist Society Loška dolina
Kozarišče 70
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)31 288 470

The
Dormouse Night
(on the first Saturday
in October) is a traditional
action-packed event evoking
the dormouse hunting
experience. It starts with
a traditional run called
A Dormouse Trail
Run.

Brown bear (Ursus arctos)

Brown bear is the largest member of the order of carnivores in Europe.
Even though it is remarkable in terms of physical appearance, it is shy and
will most likely avoid any contact with humans. In many places it is on the
brink of extinction. In Slovenia it is listed as protected and its population in
recent decades has increased. The living area of the brown bear population
extends over the entire municipality of Loška dolina, which makes him
a permanent resident in the area.
Brown bear is an omnivore but it will predominantly feed on plants. It often has
insects and larvae on the menu. Brown bear rarely kills an animal as it prefers
carrion. It does not have the best eyesight, but its sense of hearing is well developed
and it can smell extraordinarily well. Brown bear slumbers during winter; in this
time a female gives birth from one to four cubs. The weight of an adult male is
between 130 to 260 kg, in rare cases it might even exceed 300 kg; the females,
however, are much smaller.
For amateur and professional photographers we have prepared twenty
specifically adapted photo hides on eight carefully selected locations with
adequate lighting conditions. You can rent a photo hide or join us
on a 4-day brown bear hide photography tour.

Accompanied by experienced guides you will have the opportunity
to safely observe this exceptional animal from May to the end
of October in its natural environment. We offer two basic programs:
1. Brown Bear Watching takes 3 – 4 hours in the evening from a safe
hunting hide in the middle of the forest.
2. A Day with the Bear is a 7 – 8 hour program with a guided walk through
the forest and interpretation of natural heritage; you will be able to see
the ethnographic collection, receive a traditional homemade light meal
and enjoy brown bear watching from a safe hunting hide in the evening.
For brown bear watching programs an advance booking is required.
TIC Lož – Brown Bear Visitor Centre
Lož, Cesta 19. oktobra 49, 1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)81 602 853
E: tic.loz@kabelnet.net
www.loskadolina.info

Mlakar Markovec d. o. o.
Markovec 15a, 1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)41 582 081
E: mlakar.markovec@gmail.com
www.slovenianbears.com
The
Snežnik-Ždrocle
forest reserve lies
in the heart of the vast
Snežnk plateau and consists
of the ancient beech forest with
primeval sections. Together with
the primeval Krokar forest it
was listed in the 2017 UNESCO
World Heritage List. Visits in
protected area are only
possible with the
guide.

All programs are labelled as “Bear friendly” – this label is given
to practices the implementation of which does not cause any
harm to brown bears and which contribute to the coexistence
of bears and humans.

On the karst floor

Loška dolina is part of a classical karst,
a world on a permeable carbonate base.
The water seeps through it and dissolves
it slowly yet persistently, creating
some typical karst phenomena such
as potholes, sinkholes, abysses, caves
etc. Loško polje is a typical flow-through
karst polje. The Obrh brook meanders
over the polje until it sinks into the
system of sinkholes and into the ponor
cave Golobina in its northwestern part.

Križna Jama cave

Who would not be intrigued by this marvellous photo with a boat gliding
on emerald green water of an underground lake! This is Križna Jama cave,
the world famous water cave, characterized by numerous underground
lakes separated by calcareous sinter barriers. Križna Jama cave is the only
tourist cave in Slovenia maintaining a completely natural appearance.
The length of the cave exceeds 8 km and has a steady temperature of 8 °C.
It holds an underground island and it has been considered one of the largest
European sites of cave bear bones since the Ice Age. The cave ranks fourth
in the world in terms of the diversity of its underground animal species.
Tour Timetable
Visitors can choose guided tours of different duration.
1. A one-hour tour in a dry part of the cave with a short drive through
the first lake is suitable for groups of up to 60 people.
• From April 1 to June 30: Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays at 3 pm
• From July 1 to August 31: every day at 11 am, 1 pm, 3 pm and 5 pm
• From September 1 to September 30: every day at 11 am, 1 pm and 3 pm
• Upon advance booking the tour is possible any day of the year.
2. A four-hour tour in a water part of the cave (over 13 lakes) and alternative
visits are held upon prior arrangement and/or booking and are only offered
to groups of 4 people max.
A visit of ponor cave Golobina is possible
upon prior arrangement with Association
of Križna Cave Admirers.
Association of Križna Cave Admirers
Bloška Polica 7, 1384 Grahovo
T: +386 (0)41 632 153
E: krizna_jama@yahoo.com
www.krizna-jama.si
With heavy rain in spring and autum
the sinkholes cannot drain the abundance
of water, which often sinks the fields. The highest
flood ever recorded in Loška dolina was in 1851.

Every January on the last
Sunday the hike to Gornje
Poljane takes place. In honor
of the Loška dolina Municipality
Day the traditional hike down
the Loška Dolina Heritage
Trail is held on Sunday
before October 19.

A hiking
paradise

Loški grad (698 m)

Križna gora above Lož (857 m)

Mighty ruins of Lož Castle, hidden
among the shrubs and trees, take
us by surprise at the top of the
hill above the Lož settlement.
The technical craft of medieval
construction can still be admired.
We can enjoy the astonishing view
over Loško polje, with the imposing
Snežnik in the background.

This wonderful viewpoint between Loško
polje and Cerkniško polje with the Church
of St. Cross attracts attention from afar.
Križna Gora is characterized by thousands
of years of turbulent history with masses of
pilgrims passing the Stations of the Cross
and pouring to the top of the hill in the
past; nowadays it is a very popular hiking
goal for all nature lovers as it always charms
the visitors with its mesmerizing energy.

An easy and marked walking trail

An easy and marked hiking trail

Lož (590 m), from TIC Lož
20 minutes

Legend:

Starting point,

Walking time,

Trail length

1.

Lož (590 m),

2.

village Sv. Ana (722 m),

3.

from the entrance to Križna Jama cave (629 m),

60 minutes
20 minutes
30 minutes

Racna gora (1140 m)

Gornje Poljane (1065 m)

With its ridges Racna gora is a mighty
barrier between Loško polje and
Loški Potok. Decades ago its slopes
were covered with cleared woodland
and pastures, but nowadays they
are almost completely overgrown.
At the top you can find a box with
a registration book and stamp of the
Notranjska Mountain Trail and the Path
of Couriers and Communication Operators.

Circular mountain hiking trail to Gornje
Poljane, the highest setttlement in southern
Slovenia, takes us through the kingdom
of Notranjska forest, while endowing
the place with cultural attractions.
In Gornje Poljane, on a tourist farm
Turizem Jure, you will find a registration
book and a stamp.

An easy and marked mountain hiking trail

Vrhnika pri Ložu (586 m)

An easy circular mountain hiking trail

Viševek (583 m), parking at the Church
of the Assumption of Mary
14,5 km,

1 hour 45 minutes

Snežnik (1796 m)

An easy and marked mountain trail
Snežnik proudly rises above all other
hills of Notranjska as the highest
mountain in the southern part
of Slovenia. The peak will offer the
panoramic view of the world all around.
Pathways to Snežnik are marked and
very attractive. A climb to Snežnik is
a special experience which will give you
a possibility to discover unusual vegetation zones
(beech tree on the forest border), rich flora (botanical reserve at the top
of Snežnik) and traces of rare species, including chamois and brown bear.
1.

Leskova dolina (793 m),

3 hours 15 minutes

2.

Gašperjev hrib (1381 m),

1 hour 30 minutes

3.

Sviščaki (1242 m),

2 hours

Draga Karolina Mountain Hut at Veliki Snežnik
T: +386 (0)41 234 373
Opened: from May 1 to November 1 on Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays;
from July 15 to August 31 every day.

5 hours

Tourist farm Turizem Jure
T: +386 (0)41 810 596
E: turizem.jure@gmail.com
Opened upon advance announcement.

Loška Dolina Heritage Trail
An easy circular thematic trail

Take a walk through Loška dolina following
the circular thematic path Loška Dolina
Heritage Trail and get acquainted with its
karst soul and its strong character shaped
through thousands of years. Make a stop
at Snežnik Castle or at a viewpoint in
Podgora which offers one of the most
beautiful views over the entire Loško polje.
Recommended from TIC Lož
21 km,

5 – 6 hours

You can hike all the way or just walk a part of the trail;
you can visit only individual thematic points with explanatory
panels. These are located in Lož, Dane, Nadlesk (field west of the village),
Šmarata, Podgora and Žaga pri Vrhniki.
Legend:

Starting point,

Walking time,

Trail length

The E6 European
long-distance footpath
(Slovenian part – 260 km,
total length – 7000 km)

Ulaka
ski slope

Ulaka ski slope
is placed on
the east side
of a 683-meter
hill with the same
name, which rises
at the entrance to
Stari trg pri Ložu from
An easy hiking trail
the direction of Bloška Polica. In winter
A 20-km E6 European long-distance footpath
months the ski slope is covered with artificial
will also take you to the municipality of Loška
snow, so skiing is possible even if natural
dolina. The path crosses Loško polje and mostly snow is scarce.
runs through the extensive uninhabited forest
area of the Javorniki-Snežnik plateau, which
A ski track of medium difficulty is 370 m long
demands good physical fitness and some
and there is a sledding ground next to it.
caution from the hiker.
The ski slope is equipped with a ski lift and
Stari trg pri Ložu-Nadlesk-Grad Snežnik-Mašun
18 km,

5 hours

E6 Stamps:
Stari trg pri Ložu (Restaurant Škriban),
Kozarišče (Snežnik Castle)
Maps: Notranjska with Snežnik, Notranjska
Mountain Trail, Loška Dolina Heritage Trail,
Circular Mountain Hiking Trail to Gornje
Poljane

artificial lighting that allows night skiing. If there
is sufficient snow the cross-country skiing trails
are available in immediate
vicinity of the ski slope.

Cycling for
everyone

Cycling around the
diverse landscape of
Notranjska is a real
pleasure for all cyclists.
You can combine the rides
through the flat trails of
Loško polje, also suitable for
some family recreation, with
the rides to the high-lying villages
on the edge of Loška dolina.

Better experienced cyclists can also head further across the
natural transition paths on all sides of the valley – towards
Babno Polje, Bloke, Cerknica Lake or Loški Potok.
Extensive hilly and forested part of Loška dolina is a real
challenge for demanding touring and mountain bikers.
Cycling through the forest areas with numerous paths and
crossings requires careful planning and guidance. Slovenian
Mountain Bike Route (STKP) runs from the slopes of Snežnik,
through Mašun up to Snežnik Castle (where the stamp is
available). From there it proceeds to the eastern hillsides
of Loška dolina to the village Vrhnika pri Ložu, where it
crosses the brook of Veliki Obrh and after ascending the
slope of Racna gora enters the municipality of Loški Potok.
Maps: MTB Park Notranjska, Notranjska Bike Map, Slovenian
Mountain Bike Route http://pzs.si/ktk/wpstkp

Unique tradition

In the early summer, when the
air is bursting with the smell of
freshly mown grass, you can admire
the beauty of the landscape with
attractive Ostrnice spread out on
the green meadows. In technical
terms this is simply a method of
drying hay, but in symbolic terms
it is a part of a local identity and
pride of Loška dolina, also called
The Land of Ostrnice.

Ostrnice testify
about the vitality of
life and close connection
between the farmer and
the land, traversing into
one's consciousness about
belonging to one's soil
and nation.

Ostrnice, densely arranged along the fields
of Loška dolina, give an ancient and idyllic
appearance to the landscape that inspired
many artists.
Trimmed peaks of spruce or fir are fixed in
the ground and loaded skillfully with halfdried clover and hay, as well as bundles of
grain or beans. Haystack making (Zdevanje
Ostrnic) was hard work demanding a precise
procedure, which was passed down from
generation to generation.

The skills and
secrets of haystack
making (Zdevanje Ostrnic)
are demonstrated at the
traditional ethnological event
When mowing in June, while the
artists gather every year at the
traditional Ex-tempore event
The Land of Ostrnice at
the end of May.

Private ethnographic collections offer insight
into the old days. Visits made on advance notice.
Agricultural Military Museum in Podgora keeps
a collection of military equipment and weapons
from World War I and II and a wide collection
of farm tools and other useful objects from
the first half of the 20th century.

Jure Kordiš
Dolenje Poljane 3
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)41 810 596
E: turizem.jure@gmail.com

Renovated homestead Rihtarjeva domačija in
Babno Polje is engaged in a wide range
of activities. They organize and conduct tourist
guidance, study circles and events. In Rihtarjeva
Kašča there is also an Info point.
Babno Polje 67
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)41 260 985
E: alenka.veber@rihtarjeva-domacija.si
www.rihtarjeva-domacija.si
Nowhere else will you be so close to traditional
way of life as in the homestead Pri Antonovih.
They will show you some old farm works
and teach you some long-forgotten skills.
You can enjoy the rides in their hay waggon
or go sleighing and horse riding.

Stanislav Pucelj
Podgora 26
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)1 70 57 543, +386 (0)41 502 870
E: stanislavpucelj@gmail.com
Ethnographic collection Pr’ Hostovih in Gornje
Poljane systematically shows daily life of the
inhabitants in Loška dolina in the first half
of the 20th century. The objects displayed tell
stories about their work in the forest and fields,
including the stories about other household
chores.

Homesteads show that tradition is a vital part
of work and life. They will be glad to present
it to you. Visits made on advance notice.

Iga vas 28
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)41 507 153
E: nina.kandare@gmail.com
At the turn of the
19th and 20th century
there were eleven homesteads
with water powered mills and
saws near the Obrh brook. Today
it is only possible to see a mill
and “Venetian saw” at the Bajer
Homestead in Viševek and a gang
saw in Žaga at the source of
Veliki Obrh. Visits upon
prior arrangement.

Bajer Homestead in Viševek is a tourist,
ecological, self-supporting farm with a 300-year
old tradition. It impresses the visitors with its
idyllic location near the pond and local delicacies.
Viševek 40
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)31 516 724, +386 (0)31 333 407
E: bajerjanja@gmail.com

Traces of history

The history of Loška dolina and
Babno Polje leads us through the
ancient trade routes, where lots
of goods were transported with
horses, mostly from the Adriatic
Sea. They were brought towards
to continent's interior and in
the opposite direction and later
on over the border lines that have
consistently established this region
as the border area with a special
strategic importance.

Archaeological heritage

Among numerous archaeological sites Križna
gora and Ulaka are the most important. The
oldest objects found are from the late Bronze
Age and early Iron Age (the 9th – 4th century
BC). At the beginning of the 1st century BC the
inhabitants of the valley came into contact with
the Romans and their goods. The roads on the
edge of the valley were very important for the
Roman Empire and the passage towards Babno
Polje was supervised by a military fort at Nadleški hrib.
In that time a settlement in Šmarata was built (end of the 4th century).
Roman defense wall, a system of walls and small forts, called Claustra Alpium
Iuliarum, was built to protect the Roman Empire against the invasions of
neighbouring nations from the 3rd century onwards. Part of the wall between
settlements Babno Polje in Slovenia and Prezid in Croatia was set on almost
the exact spot of the current state border. In the following centuries the border
line was often drawn in that very same place, which is also testified by the border
stone that separated the Austrian and Hungarian part of the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy (1867 – 1918).

Middle Ages

At the foothills of Lož castle the settlement
Lož began to emerge in 1341. The expansion of
fairground, trade and crafts and the associated
privileges led to the development of a fortified
market town. In order to prevent the devastation
caused by the Turkish invasions, the Habsburg
Emperor Frederick III proclaimed Lož a free
princely town in 1477. The right to the town walls
and other town privileges brought safety and economic
benefits to townspeople and other peasants.
At the end of the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th century the town of Lož was
an important administrative center. The writers Fran Milčinski and Jože Udovič
lived here for a short time. During the Second World War Lož was burnt down,
along with some other villages in Loška dolina. The old urban design, a part of the
preserved defensive wall and its coat of arms, which has been taken over by the
current municipality of Loška dolina, remind us today of the medieval town Lož.

Between the two world wars
After World War I, a border between the Kingdom
of SHS (the Kingdom of Yugoslavia since 1929) and
the Kingdom of Italy was established through the
Javorniki-Snežnik plateau. A new border, also called
the Rapallo border, affected the lives of people
and smuggling was a common practice.

The Italians built new road connections and fortified
the border with numerous military facilities (bunkers,
barracks) which are still visible. During the 30s of the
20th century the Rupnik defensive line was formed in
the territory of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia and its traces
can still be seen in the eastern part of Loška dolina.

Second World War

Slovenian war partisan hospital Snežnik operated in the
Snežnik mountain range with intermittent interruptions from
summer 1942 to April 1945 as a system of hospital outposts.
It was the third largest partisan hospital in Slovenia.
At Županov laz the monument and explanatory board
are placed. On the locations of former hospital facilities
the memorial plaques have been set.
Nadlesk Airport (code name: Piccadilly Club) was
the first allied airport in Slovenia during World War II.
In summer 1944 the airport was used for evacuation
of the rescued allied pilots, soldiers and the wounded.
The airport also had a key role in delivering weapons and
equipment and in maintaining relations with allies in Italy.

Loška dolina
municipality borders
the Republic of Croatia.
National border with the
international border crossing
Babno Polje was established
when Slovenia became
an independent state
in 1991.

At the site of the former airport near the village Nadlesk a memorial sign
and explanatory board are placed as part of the Loška Dolina Heritage Trail.
On the top of Ulaka above Stari trg a monumental tomb was built in
1953, dedicated to the victims of the National Liberation Struggle (NOB).
A memorial park Vražji vrtec near Babno Polje is dedicated to the hostages
killed in WW2.

Marvellous sacral
heritage

The parish of Stari trg pri Ložu leads
in the number of sacral objects in
Slovenia. Almost every village set up
its own church or a chapel. The parish
now has 22 churches and 3 chapels
as well as numerous smaller chapels
and crosses. As a pre-parish it already
existed in the 12th century and until
1831 it was named after the settlement
Lož, although its primary location
was in Stari trg all the time.

The Central Parish Church in Stari trg, dedicated
to St. George, has a Romanesque 3-nave design
and a Baroque appearance from the middle of
the 18th century. The bell tower is separated from
the church and served as a fortress in the time
of Turkish invasions.
The Church of St. Jedrt in Nadlesk is a
valuable and historical monument. Its greatest
attractions are the frescoes of master Tomaž
iz Senja from 1511 and the wooden head of
John the Baptist from the 13th century. With
a brilliantly preserved wooden ceiling, choir
and three golden altars it has more effective
ambience than most rural churches in the
periods between the Gothic and Baroque eras.
The Pilgrimage Church of St. Cross on Križna
gora, the beginnings of which are supposed
to date back in the time of Crusades, became
popular as a pilgrimage church after 1743, when
the Stations of the Cross were placed on the slope
of the hill. The church is mainly given artistic and
historical value by altar paintings with motifs
from the Passion, the work of a Slovenian
Baroque master Fortunat Bergant.
In the Church of Assumption of Mary in Viševek,
built in the middle of the 17th century, the main altar
depicting the Assumption of Mary stands out and
emphasizes the entire church area with its baroque
gilding and colour. A wooden choir with
a coffered and painted bottom is also very
interesting and it has one of the oldest church
organs in Ljubljana Archdiocese; it is from 1733.
The Parish Church of St. Nicholas in Babno
Polje was built in 1796, replacing the older one
which stood on the site of the first settlement.
It was a branch of the Stari trg parish. Upon
request of its believers an independent local
unit was established in 1829. In 1830 a parish
house for the priests was also built.

With 1065 m above the sea level the Church of
St. Andrew at Gornje Poljane is the church with
the highest altitude in the parish. Its interior is
decorated with an illustrated coffered wooden
ceiling and a gothic ribbed vault in the presbytery.
The altar in the Church of
St. Margaret in Šmarata
displays excellent
golden altars on a black
background from the
end of the 17th century.
A Late Antique settlement
was set in the premises
of today’s church.

Egg tapping was
an old Ester Sunday
tradition in the villages. This
custom involves two participants
cracking Easter eggs to find out
whose is more solid. Today this
tradition is still very much alive in the
village Kozarišče. On St. Stephen’s
Day (December 26) the blessing
of horses is held at the
Church of St. Margaret in
Šmarata.

The Church of St. Martin in Podcerkev is
distinguished by its Baroque architecture, the oldest
bell in the parish (from 1565) and embedded Roman
gravestones. The artists Marička Žnidaršič (poet),
Matevž Hace (writer) and Lojze Perko (painter) found
their resting place in the cemetery in Podcerkev.
Their works surpass the local boundaries.
The Church of St. James in Pudob is set directly above
the Veliki Obrh brook. With the highest recorded flood
occurring in 1851 the church was flooded with water;
the water level reached 2.85 m inside the church.
Chapel of the Holy Family in Podgora was set based
on the vow of internees from the village Podgora on
the island of Rab during the Second World War.
It was built in 1995.

Culinary
experiences

The visitors of Loška dolina in search of culinary adventures will get their
fair share of food as they can enjoy the typical dishes of Notranjska.
We proudly recommend our delicious local dishes made of local ingredients
such as kaura – thick hot pot made of beans, potatoes and kohlrabi (kaura),
which is cooked for several hours and finally larded
with cracklings, sour cabbage or sour turnip
with beans and potatoes and ješprenj (barley
porridge boiled with beans) and ajdovi žganci
(buckwheat spoonbread) or koruzni žganci
(corn spoonbread) with warm or sour milk
or, even better, larded with cracklings.
From the meat menu we recommend our
unique koline (pork sausages) in winter
time and specialties from smoked pork
and tasty game meat dishes.
If you wish to try something sweet you can have
desserts made of local fruit: apple strudel, baked
apples and pears or češpova kaša, a delicious
porridge made from boiled millet with dry
plums. We often offer tašce (i.e. crisp deep
fried pastry), potica from walnuts, raisins
or locust beans and of course štruklji with
a variety of fillings, which may be served
as a main course or a side dish.
Domestic fruits were dried in pajštƏbe (typical
drying rooms) or cooked to produce high-quality
home-made spirit drinks.
On your way back home you should not forget to take a glass of an excellent
You can try
local honey tasting of flowering fields or intact forest landscape.
home-made culinary
delicacies at the
Members of the Country Women and Girls Association OSTRNICE
ethnological events When
Loška Dolina can prepare traditional dishes according
Mowing and Dormouse Night. to the old recipes and upgrade them with contemporary taste
They are also available at
for special occasions.
the traditional Easter and
Christmas-New Year’s
Ograde 15, 1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
Fair.
T: +386 (0)41 277 969
E: anaz.ostrnice@gmail.com

Tourism Jure

In a silent embrace of the forest

Gastronomic
offer and
accommodation

Culinary offer includes seasonal local
specialties and homemade teas, compotes
and spirits. On advance notice.
1 x apartment with
three rooms (3/2, extra
bed available), kitchen
and shared bathroom
1 x apartment with
double room and
separate bathroom
Comfortable accommodation
available for 14 guests.
Breakfast or half board for additional charge
Pets allowed
Terrace and use of grill free of charge
Free parking and free garage for motorcycles
and bicycles
• Possibility of camping (tent, camper)
•
•
•
•

Additional offer:
• Ethnographic collection of farm and forestry tools
and household utensils
• Thematic trail of Gornje Poljane cultural and
natural heritage including interpretation of nature
• Organization of hiking and/or cycling trips and
dormouse hunting in autumn
• Guided all-day tour along Loška dolina, hikers
and cyclists accompanied
• Bike rental
Dolenje Poljane 3
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)41 810 596
E: turizem.jure@gmail.com

Restaurant and Pizzeria
Škriban
In the centre of Stari trg pri Ložu

Culinary offer includes
a wide selection of à la
carte dishes, pizzas and
light meals and is enriched
with specialties presenting a
“taste of Notranjska” and with
homemade ice cream in summer.
Opened every day: 7 am – 11 pm
Kitchen working hours: 9 am – 10 pm
Saturdays and Sundays: 12 pm – 10 pm
Cesta Notranjskega odreda 17
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)1 70 57 090
E: marko.lovko@gmail.com

Accommodations Ars Palada
In a quiet rural environment

2 x studio apartment
(2 persons and 2+1 person),
with kitchen and bathroom
• Restaurants about 500 m
and/or 1 km away
• Free Wi-Fi, TV
• Terrace and garden
• Pets allowed
• Free parking
Markovec 3
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)41 799 771, +386 (0)40 738 713
E: info@arspalada.si

Mlakar Guest House
With a touch of intact nature

•
•
•
•

Free Wi-Fi, TV
Pets allowed
Garden, use of grill free of charge
Free parking and free garage for motorcycles and
bicycles

In a 50-year tradition in preparing local Slovenian
dishes the guest house has managed to establish its
reputation among numerous satisfied guests who
Additional offer:
appreciate the seasonal offer of food provided by nature • Bike rental
and local environment. Guest house is opened for external • Possibility of riding in
guests only in winter (November–April) on advance notice.
immediate vicinity
• Organization of picnics
and locally guided tours
5 x double room with balcony (extra bed
available)
Iga vas 41a
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
• Breakfast or half board
T: +386 (0)41 612 088
• Free Wi-Fi, TV
E: steles@siol.net
• Shared terrace
• Pets allowed
• Free parking and free
garage for motorcycles
and bicycles
In the immediate vicinity of a restaurant, shop, bus
Additional offer:
station and other facilities
• Brown bear watching, photo hunting
• Catering for private groups
1 x apartment with three rooms (2/2, 1/1+1),
Markovec 15a, 1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
kitchen and shared bathroom. Possibility to rent
T: +386 (0)41 582 081
individual room.
E: mlakar.markovec@gmail.com
• Breakfast for additional charge
• Free garage for motorcycles and bicycles
• Free Wi-Fi, TV
• Pets allowed
In a rural hamlet
• Free parking

Accommodations Amalija
Kandare

Steles Apartment

1 x apartment with three rooms (2, 2+1, 3), kitchen, Additional offer:
living room with dining room and two bathrooms.
• Honeybee products
Possibility to rent individual room.
Rožnik 13
• Breakfast or half board for additional charge
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
• Restaurant about 4 km away
T: +386 (0)31 760 949
E: mkandare41@gmail.com

Youth Hostel Ars Viva

Modern multi-purpose facility adapted to persons
with disabilities
3 x double bedroom with bathroom
4 x double bedroom with shared bathroom
1 x triple bedroom with shared bathroom
2 x dormi room with 6 beds each
Shared kitchen, breakfast for additional charge.
1 x apartment with four rooms (2/2, 1/2+2, 1/6),
kitchen and two bathrooms
• Free Wi-Fi, TV
• Shared terrace
• Pets allowed in
apartment
• Restaurant and shop
about 1 km away
• Bus stop in immediate
vicinity
• Free parking
Additional offer:
• Rental of classic bicycles, tricycles, hand wheels
and electric connections for wheelchairs
• Rental of multi-purpose hall
• Art exhibitions in gallery and cultural and/or
educational events
• Possibility of camping (tent, camper or caravan)
in village Vrhnika pri Ložu – on idyllic location
near the Veliki Obrh brook
Podcerkev 42
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)5 99 15 058
E: youthostel.arsviva@gmail.com

Accessible
tourism

Zavod Ars Viva has focused its
mission to tourist offer accessible to all
individuals. In addition to the first youth
hostel in Slovenia, adapted to mobility
impaired persons, they have developed
numerous recreational activities and
programs, with the aim to bring disabled
people closer to the local cultural and
natural heritage and to the associated
tourist services.
Podcerkev 42
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)5 99 15 058
E: youthostel.arsviva@gmail.com
www.arsviva.znidarsic.net

Motorhomes
rest stop

A nice rest stop with a capacity
for eight motorhomes is arranged
at the edge of Stari trg, near the
Sports Park. It is equipped with water,
electricity and columns for cassette
cleaning.
Stari trg pri Ložu, near Sports Park
T: +386 (0)1 70 50 670
E: obcina@loskadolina.si

Emergency Call

Police

NLB Bank and ATM

Health Centre

Cerknica:
Cesta v Dolenjo vas 3
1380 Cerknica
T: +386 (0)1 70 90 670

Post Office

T: 112

Useful
information

Stari trg:
Cesta Notranjskega odreda 36
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)1 70 50 163
Cerknica:
Cesta 4. maja 17
1380 Cerknica
T: +386 (0)1 70 50 100

Pharmacy Ljubljana

Cesta Notranjskega odreda 36a
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)1 70 71 452

T: 113

International Border
Crossing Babno Polje
T: +386 (0)1 70 53 200

AMZS Roadside
Assistance

Cesta Notranjskega odreda 24
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)1 70 58 258
Cesta Notranjskega odreda 28
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)1 70 50 060

Municipality of Loška
dolina

T: 1987

Cesta Notranjskega odreda 2
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)1 70 50 670
E: obcina@loskadolina.si

OMV Petrol Station

Public Institute Snežnik

Cesta Notranjskega odreda 5
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu

Cesta 19. oktobra 49
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)41 634 224
E: zavod.sneznik@gmail.com

How
Loška dolina
came to be

At the beginning there was no Loška dolina at all. Only stony hillocks and hills, just
like the ones you can see on the outskirts of the present Loška dolina. No humans
could be found across the vastness of the area, only a terrible seven-headed
dragon had been living in the Mrzla Jama cave. And then the fearless people had
come to these places...
…and they had found the dragon and cut off six of its heads so that only the middle
one remained. When the leader of the brave men raised the sword to cut off the last
head, the frightened dragon cried out loud:
“Do not kill me, please! I will do anyting you want me to. Just let me live, please!”
“Good,” said the leader after a few seconds. “I will spare you your life, if you take
all these stony hillocks far away and make this land fertile!”
The dragon did not wait and immediately started to work. He kept taking the hillocks
away, stacking them high and eventually formed Snežnik mountain. When nearly all
of the stony hillocks were stacked and when a wide valley spread in front of its eyes,
he suddenly died of fatigue and pain in the middle of the dark forest. And the settlers
began to cultivate the soil, which became their new homeland.
Fairy Tale about how Loška dolina came to be, a record from 1911

Motorway Ljubljana-Koper (A1) - Exit Unec (40) - Cerknica Bloška Polica - Lož

How to
reach us?

Ljubljana - Rakek - Cerknica - Stari trg pri Ložu
Timetable at www.ap-ljubljana.si

Tourist Information Centre Lož
Lož, Cesta 19. oktobra 49
1386 Stari trg pri Ložu
T: +386 (0)81 602 853
E: tic.loz@kabelnet.net
www.loskadolina.info

Opened:
• from May 1 to September 30: every day, 10 am – 6 pm
• from October 1 to April 30: from Monday to Friday, 10 am – 4 pm

Lož
Loška
dolina

